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BOOK REVIEW
Epileptic 1. Edited by B David. Paris: L’Association, 2002.
$24.95 softback, 176pp. ISBN: 2844140858
Graphic novels are usually the premise of teenage
boys, mesmerized by impossibly orbicular breasts and
bone-cracking punches, living out secret fantasies of
patrolling Gotham City from the shadows. David B.’s
use of the genre is subtler. Fusing narrative and artistry
he has created a manner of storytelling which is at
once both elegant and vivacious. Epileptic 1 recap-
tures David B.’s childhood and adolescent experience
of his older brother, Jean-Christophe’s epilepsy and
its effect on their family.
It is ultimately a tale of trauma recounting a family’s
immersion in a gamut of treatments, none of which
appear to reflect any real compassion for those in-
volved. They seek help first from doctors. To illustrate
the bemusement felt by the family Jean-Christophe
is depicted with his parents in the centre of a ring
of men in white coats dancing merrily around them.
Seemingly intractable, Jean-Christophe’s attacks ap-
pear to be complex partial seizures with secondary
generalization (though initial elements of the attack
sequence suggest that a potential cardiac cause should
also have been investigated). He is diagnosed as hav-
ing epilepsy and given carbamazepine (which worsens
his seizures).
His parents consult a neuro-psychiatrist whose only
justification for the diagnosis is that he is ‘a bad
boy’ (far more 7-year-old boys would have epilepsy
if that was all it took to get it!). Understandably
dissatisfied with this response his parents—in the
midst of the 1960s antipsychiatry movement—take
Jean-Christophe to a ‘psychopedagogical institute’
where he and his brother are taught relaxation and
co-ordination exercises and receive some form of
psychological assessment. David B. discovers that his
brother’s seizures can be brought on by upsetting him
and making him anxious (he tests this on him and
is horrified when a seizure ensues) which, though a
highly astute observation of Jean-Christophe’s con-
dition, fails to be made by anyone but his younger
brother.
Aged 13 and with worsening seizures Jean-
Christophe is referred to a neurosurgeon renowned
for the precision of his operations who performs a
‘gaseous encephalogram’ (presumably a mistransla-
tion of pneumoencephalogram) on him and by way
of a show-and-tell demonstration informs his parents
that surgery is the only possible cure. He concedes
that Jean-Christophe will lose his peripheral vision
and be paralyzed for 2 days following the operation,
which rather undermines his claims of precision and
convinces his parents to refuse surgery. (The med-
ical member of this review (TB) wonders exactly
what the surgeon was proposing but realizes the
author is recalling the surgeon’s suggestion many
years later.) TB also wonders if this was the same
French surgeon who told him in the late 1960s,
fists thrust into the pockets of an immaculately tai-
lored white coat and hair aggressively ‘en brosse’,
‘I alone tell my patients when and whom they may
marry’.
The parents opt, instead, to embark on a family im-
mersion in macrobiotics and move to a series of com-
munes. In the name of spiritual harmony and bodily
purity these turn out to be rife with megalomania and
infighting so the family return home and attempt to
maintain a macrobiotic regime until Jean-Christophe
begins to rebel and refuses to abide by it. As a fi-
nal attempt to gain insight into their son’s condition
and discover effective treatment his parents consult a
medium. She places magnetized wads of cotton on his
skin, which she says will cleanse his impurities and
enable her to contact the dead for guidance on his
condition. The dead reply saying that he will never be
cured as he is being punished for atrocities commit-
ted whilst an officer in Napoleon’s army in a previous
life. Jean-Christophe is actually quite proud of his past
status, but it leaves his family in a no less bemused
and anxious state. Aged 37 Jean-Christophe is last de-
picted as bloated and doped by medication, his front
teeth knocked out, his body scarred and his head bald
at the back from his seizures, barely able to construct
even the simplest of sentences.
As a guide to effective forms of treatment for
epilepsy this book is obviously not recommended,
but as a source of insight into the potential effect
of epilepsy on a family it is highly valuable. Seen
through the eyes of a child but constructed from
the perspective of an adult, it allows a sometimes
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startling and frequently uncomfortable exploration of
family dynamics in the presence of illness. The book
posits its readers as voyeurs, presenting them with
the private visions and struggles of the members of
the family: war time trauma; loveless marriages; the
profound weariness and despair of Jean-Christophe’s
parents; David B.’s retreat into his imagination where
he assumes a position of power so contrary to the
impotence he feels in the day-to-day struggle with
his brother’s epilepsy. Yet while Epileptic 1 is un-
flinching in its portrayal of a family in crisis, it has an
underlying quirkiness and humour that lifts it from a
seemingly impenetrable depiction to one of touching
compassion.
There is, we assume, to be a sequel, since this is
‘Epileptic 1’. Let us hope that the family will fi-
nally encounter some medical common sense and
compassion.
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